
Seller Sessions Live in London: Back After 3
Sold Out Events with VAA Philippines Joining
as Official Sponsor

Seller Session Live 2023

VAA Philippines makes a bold step to

extend its vision and mission of helping

Amazon Sellers with its sponsorship of

this year’s Seller Sessions Live in London.

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL, May 31, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Virtual Assistant

Academy (VAA) Philippines is happy to

announce its sponsorship of this year’s

Seller Sessions Live in London. VAA

makes this bold step to extend its

vision and mission of helping Amazon

Sellers through the business strategies and techniques to be shared by distinguished speakers

during the said event.

London, UK—VAA Philippines officially partners with Seller Sessions Live as an official sponsor.

We share the same goal of

helping Amazon sellers

reach their maximum

potential. In VAA, we focus

on providing Amazon VA

services to sellers who need

professional support”

Gilad Freimann

The highly anticipated event, which is expected to

showcase a dozen or so speakers who will share

perspectives and insights in their respective areas of

expertise with Amazon sellers from all around the world, is

set to happen on the 13th of May 2023, Saturday, from

09:00 to 17:30 BST at the America Square Conference

Centre, One America Square, London, EC3N 2LB, United

Kingdom. This will be the fourth one after 3 sold-out

events attended by 7-figure and 8-figure Amazon sellers.

Seller Sessions Live is a UK conference especially

established for Amazon sellers to learn from well-reputed experts who will be talking about their

knowledge and experience. Its goal is to help rising entrepreneurs and even those who want to

soar higher navigate the Amazon platform more efficiently through proven tactics from those

who are already 7-figure and 8-figure earners.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/seller-sessions-live-tickets-333834777807


Among the topics of the speakers will be:

1.  Amazon PPC

2.  A9 Algorithm

3.  External Traffic and Conversion Optimization (on and off the platform)

“VAA Philippines is honored to be part of this transformative event. We share the same goal of

helping Amazon sellers reach their maximum potential. In VAA, for example, we focus on

providing Amazon VA services to sellers who need professional support,” VAA CEO Gilad shares.

VAA specializes in selecting Virtual Assistants for their skills and experience and giving them

comprehensive Amazon training to match the needs of sellers.

“With the constantly changing trends in the market, it’s important to seek assistance from

professionals who are equipped with the right skills in performing the technical, administrative,

and operational tasks so you as sellers can focus on scaling,” Gilad adds as he emphasizes the

significant role of Amazon VAs in the success of an Amazon business.

In the upcoming Seller Sessions Live, Amazon sellers will learn a lot more about the intricacies of

the Amazon business. Gilad foresees that sellers will be able to understand more why they need

to entrust some tasks to Virtual Assistants who were trained to handle them. Among these

Virtual Assistants are the following:

●  Amazon Expert VA

●  PPC Specialist VA

●  Social Media Specialist VA

●  Creatives Expert VA

●  Executive Assistant VA

●  Wholesale Expert VA

To know more about the other Amazon VA services offered by VAA apart from AMPD-certified

PPC Virtual Assistants, Advertising Expert VA, and Amazon Ads Manager, check their website.
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